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How Teaching Writ* Can Affect Our Own
Writing Process

TONI MILLER
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Introduction

Several yens ago, while don', Igraine. studies in l ilieh Lihrealure, 1

had the opportunity to work as a tutor for Carleton UldV011110 Writing

Tutorial Service. The experieace kid may beadsthe lemt expected,

however, and yet the most elurig, was the degree to which it aided
my own writing process. Suddady 1 found myself outing *her, bow
structured, more articuiste peps.

The transformation, °evade*" was not as easy ae. There was
many false vans, stops, and eves repemices. At fire 1 beans so over
whelmed by my exposure to the maim of writing aspmeeaudastred
rather than pixduct-ceotred that the very act of puns pea to piper
became an awesome one. The trouble was not so much in the *whet"10

my, but more in the haw." 1 was paralysed by the esdkes posiblidek
by the esemplastic nature of language, the many anventic dregs thfit
could be made on the word, sentesok paragraph lewd, and on folk lint
through to the last draft. Indeed, the heightened edkonecioneness and
the heady power that came of beings* to name the facets tithe writing

process did more to discourage than encourageflveacy.

Yet as the academic year programed, strategies which 1 introduced to

my students such as writing to discover one's meaning, rang talk as a
heuristic, and allowing for incubation periods between drafts provided

valuable litmus tests which helped to feed and support my own efforts.

And eventually my many stops and starts bore fruit. It all seemed to have

been a part of a necessary stage of growtha certain Piagetian de-

centring of the s elf -- during which time the heuristics enabled me to

move out and beyond myself, to view things from others' vantage points

and to see thinks not just for what they were, but more significandy, for

what they might be. 2
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Soon I began to wonder if this was the case for other tutors as well.
Consequently. I decided to conduct a study investigating potential
changes in the attitudes and processes of three of the next yur's tutors.
The following, presented as three separate case studies, is a synopsis of
my findings.

Badtground

The three tutors involved in this pilot study were all female volunLers,
and graduate Fellowship students who were required to do 1 mg deal
of writing as part of their course work; otherwise, they were fn. '"?
diverse backgrounds. One was a "mature student" with grade m. -
cation, another had been an R.N. before attending university, wh .4. the
third had a solid academic background with courses in linguistics and the
"writing process"

At the beginning of the academic year the tutors attended a workshop
as part of their training for the Writing Tutorial Service during which
time they were given an introduction to the theory of creativity, the
composing process, recent research findings, as well as a bibliography
outlining the most pertinent studies in the field of writing (Freedman,
1984). Then, with theory in hand, the tutors rime in a position to explore
the pedagogical implications and begin to apply them to the various
writing problems students may have.

The subjects were first interviewed after this training session, but
before eat" began their teaching duties, and then again r.., ,feral times
throughout the school year. Each tutor's profile is prefaced with a de-
scription of her socio-economic backgroundas well as a summary sketch
of her personality. Included also are their initial thoughts and feelings
about being a tutor because I believe their responses would reveal, to a
great ertnt, what :hey considered the act of writing to be, thus helping to
flesh out their personal writing profiles. All in all, what quickly became
apparent as the tutorial year progressed was that the teaching of writing
can and does affect our own writing processregardless of one's own
particular level of discursive maturity.

Tutor Profile #1: Brenda
Socio-economk Backgroundand Personality Profile

Brenda came from a blue collar background and was the first of her
family to attend university. She left high school at the end of grade nine
and after a varied work history, which included everything from driving
a tractor-trailer to working as a medical secretary, she entered university
rs a mature student. She completed an undergraduate degree with a

3
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odor is English and a double minor is Sociology and Psychology, and

then enrolled in an M.A. programme is Dollish.

There was little emphasis placed upon mediae or the explored= of

ideas in Brenda's home life and very few this were "gives": the was

responsible for creating her own centre of academic stance. She was

truly self-made and justifiably proud of it. Yet, perhaps became of her

difficult self-gesesis, she tended to be entrusting of mhos, and eau

somewhat rigid in her views. At first she was ragtag to ma about the

comas of her akin& toshare ha "ideas" To a wail Mem this was

became of the "unfriendly" atmosphere the esoommered at the bet si-

vasity she attended. However, it could also have beat due to the feet

the Brenda had to work ID hard to develop ha own ideas that she was

either unwilling to share them, or did sot really trust her own antkority,

and consequently did not want to expose hands) aidcism uesecasedly.

Writing Process afore Maria

Brenda was fairly confident about her own writing capabilities but

wa at a bit of a Ion when asked to &Wades what she thought it would

be like teaching others. "How the hell can you tell anyone how so

write?1 peas perhaps by starting ail the thought that everyoneseals

confidence." Sbe found no aspect of the writing propos any morediffi-

cult than the others. She did, however, require as much time as pomade

for each assignment (eg. six weeks for a fifteen to twenty-five page

paper).

Once she decided upon topic, she did exameive research of the

primary and especially of the secondary textsoften "rides out lerge

chunks of the critical texts "vertadm." This seemed to be the formula the

used to give shape and sense to her own ideas. Not padadady confident

about her own powers of selectivity, nor her ability to formulate theories,

she needed to amass a greet deal of "what others have to say." Indeed, it

was perhaps a way notonly for Brenda to acquire ideas, but also to find

the appropriate clothing, or vehicles for the expression.

After having amassed "reams of notes" she too' . them through strand

reduction processes and shaped, selected and organized her material to

meet the needs of her topic. Eventually she made a "sketchy outline"

indicating relevant supporting material. Then she allowed the material an

incubation period of several days.

dy this point, three-quarters of the time allotted to the essay had been

given over to the generation and exploration of ideas. Then she would

start the actual drafting, writing long hand and double-spaced. She could

not really state the usual number of tough thefts she wrote, but knew that

she spent a lot of time making a myriad of changes from the word level

4
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to the actual structure of the piece itself, and would "cut and paste" when
warranted to improve the overall meaning. Once the good draft finally
evolved, and still working long hand, she turned her attention to mechan-
ical changes such as spelling and punctuation. Then she typed up her
draft, making no changes at this stage, and finally the paper was ready for
submission.

What Tutoring Tomtit Brawls About Her Own Writing Process

Through talking and working with her students, helping them become
more aware of different writing strategies, Brenda suddenly realized that
the amount of work she put into a project was not really "goal-directed."
I sat there and thought, "what am I copying this page verbatim for when
I don't even know what it saysand all because I think it might be
important" She decided to "take a chance and not do as much research.
It's fantastic! It really is! I have more lists now, it's taking more time
because I'm being more cautious that I don't leave anything out and
bemuse I am changing my method. Before, rd get at last 70 Pars of
notes before I would even say there must be something in there?! It's a
more aggressive approach. It's no longer getting all these quotesand
then having to pad around them."

As a result of encouraging others to actively engage with their material
and to have confidence in their own thoughts and intuitions, Brenda
realized that she needed to heed herown advice. By the end of the school
year she felt more satisfied with, and more in control of her writing. She
spent less time needlessly copying chunks of prose. And rather than
amassing pages of notes per text, she had only four or so more meaning-
ful ones.

Faced with having to do a new assignment, the research for her thesis
topic, she did, however, momentarily regress. "With the first critical text
I wrote it out word for word. I had almost thirty pages of notes."
Nevertheless she recovered quite quickly and "with the next few brrks I
became more selective: I tried to make general statements with a few
quotes." When last I spoke with her, she was very pleased and confident
that her thesis would be finished well within the deadline that she had set
for herself.

Tutor Profile #2: Joan

Socio-economk Background and Personality Profi le
Joan came from a middl. us background and was one of the first of

her family to attend university. As a child she was encouraged to read
and use the local library although there was not a great deal of attention

5
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paid to the embus* of ideas. Nor to rides. After high school she

became an R.N., worked for a year, and thee decided to attend rivasity

with the intention of monody roadies swing. During dB, time *s

studied philosophy and English and loved it." She went on to compete

a degree not in Science but is English. and thee went as to do a M.A. is

Canadian Studies, focusing on Candies literature and history.

Joan was a dedicated worker, though not pitiably selkadideat
she always seared to feel the need to apologias for, or wally her

statements. Nor was she given to acting spoetemouly. She approedmd

life and new ideas with great caution sod, on the whole, felt sales El*

methodically and opera*, within a highlroructwed ism Ginkgoes

Writing Process afire Teeming

Joan liked writing but found it difdradt"it dots I pour oet. I aimed

have to be forced into doing it." Nordid she ever really fed in rostra

More often than sot she was hammed by the maim smodest "wen I

ever be able to get something compithedr She greeted the prospect of

teaching writing with the thought that "When you teach somedthe you

can't help but learn." Sbe was afraid, however, todeal with Ike question

of grammar. Her knowledge of gramosar was beehive; therefore she

bought several grammar and composition books hoping to "bone up,"

but found them "too boring to rear She set the boob aide mod decided

that if she, was unable to help her students see their problems then she

would "give them something they can read."

Once Jan selected her topic for an magmatashe began her reread

by examining primary and secondary sources, guided by her topic

choice. Each notation was written out in till seeleoceeand aocompeuied

by the appropriate page number. Mee her research was completed.

which normally took two-thirds of the time allotted for the meipmrot,

she transformed her notes into a highly formalized audios, ballades

with a thesis statement and followed by supporting points and quoadoes.

Eventually she turned the outline into the first and or draft. She

wrote longhand and eingle-speced, and had to start with the first para-

graph of her introduction. As she proceeded she waited for each ideal

word, phrase, sentence and paragraph. After much labour the piece was

ready to be typed and at this point she did little or no correcting save to

add or delete a line.

What Tutoring Tao* Joan Abaft Her Own Writing Process

Several months into the school year Joan admitted, I have a fairly

orderly way of approaching writing and I know it puts a lot of pressure

6
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on me." It was not until she was faced with an assignment ;11 a new
discipline, however, that she felt the need to abandon some of her old
writing strategic.. The task was to compare a biographical to a narrative
account of history and it was her responsibility to decide which of her
findings were pertinent. There were no critical texts to turn to and she
found herself "collecting a mass of notes" and "paralyzed by all the
information."

Forced to chart her own territory, she decided that her only option
was to begin writing in order to discover what it was she warned to say.
It was, indeed, a case of Britton's "shaping at the point of utterance"
(Britton, 1980:24). First she tried to list all the points that interested her
and then she narrowed her focus to two areas. This then became a"sketchy outlinea very different approach compared to the highly-
wrought product she was used to producing.

With this done she thought, "VII just start writing spin and see what
happens." Not prepared to throw all caution to the wind, she combated
to single space her writing butshe no ;oiler waited for the "right word."
If something displeased her, her internal editor merely undermined thinp
she felt were awkward at the time. "I had to keep saying to myself, this
draft you are just working on ideas." All in all, she "was surprised it
turned out so wellit still

needs polishing--nevertheless, I've never
written an essay so quickly." Nor had she "ever had an essay this far
along with a week to go. I'll put it away and then come back to it"

Soon this change in writing strategies began to spill over even into
familiar territory for Joan. In attempting to develop a thesis for a lengthy
Canadian literature paper she "sat down and tried to write out some
thoughts. It was very helpful and I was very excited shoot it because I
had never done this for an English paper before." She started keeping a
journal of ideas for this new paper because "I guess I was so over-
whelmed with what I had to do, and there were so many conflicting
ideas, I thought at least I'll be keeping track of my own questions."

Committed though she was to her new writing strategy, Joan felt it
had not worked for her history paper and she was "not sure why."
Ultimately, when written for a university course, the measure of a paper's
worth is in the mark it receives. In this case it received a B rather than an
A. Needless to say, there could be many reasons for this result. Perhaps
the paper was awarded less than she had anticipated due to insufficient
time dedicated to the exploration and organization of her ideas, and the
failure to present them as cogently and precisely as her professor desired.
Then again she may not have been aware of all the rules one must follow
to give a discipline, in this case history, its desired written identity. The
acquisition of a new discipline, as we have come to realize, particularly

7
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with man research tracing the reformat of fust-yeor law students, is

a highly complex affair. The writer ha.: to make =OW many
chic n,

adjustments and assimilations on the conscious as well as the subcon-

scious level. (Freedman et al, forthcoming). Indeed, Jobe Dixon sec-

cincdy states the case when be rays "cenainty about language is. in a

sense. certainty :bout experience" (Dixon, 197493).

Regardless, instinctively Joan realized that she was breaking new and

valuable ground. She persevered and continued to keep a Owed of ideas

for Canadian Literature. Just like Brenda, by the endof the tutorial year

Joan felt more in control of her 'initial and she Wended to keep

recording her ongoing thoughts bec,.use "it forces you to clarify and to

see your problems."

Tutor Profile $3: Anna
Soda4conamk Backgroand and Personality Prof*

Both Anna's parents were professionals Mins:. mother tongue was

Polish. By her account, she spent an almost idyllic childhooda time

filled with reading, poetry and music Writing had always been an

important part of her life as well, and for as long as she could remember

she had kept a diary and written poetry. In high school she took extra

courses in writing, and her undergraduate work was in Enclish and

Linguistics. Before starting her M.A. programme in Canadiard Literature

she spent two years in Africa with CUSO teaching ESL

Anna was a very conscientiousstudent. Articekte and paceptive, and

highly committed to conversation, she was always more than ready to

explore ideas, the particulars of her individual courses, and the nature of

her writing prwess. She had an edectic nature and more so than the

other tutors, her main motivation seemed to be her insatiable curiosity

for knowledge.

Writing Process Before Tutoring

Unlike the other two tutors, Anna had taken an undergraduate course

with Dr. Aviva Freedman exploring the writing process. Because of this

experience Anna was very conscious of the complexities and the links

between reading, thinkingand writing. In the past she had always kept a

diary, but sfter taking the above course sore felt she had been given

"permission" to expand it into a journal in which she could explore her

ideas. She was anxious to be a tutor and wanted the opportunity "to

bring out things students have" and make their. "more aware of the

pro' ss ." She felt that it took a long time to "gain control of her own

writing," and as a tutor she could "aid in giving others this direction."
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In general, Anna was fairly confident about her writing. However, to
write effectively she had to have the followingas much time as possi-
ble, and the tension that is created by a deadline. Unlike the other tutors,
she mentioned that her topic choice was always guided by the professors'
preferences, which she gleaned through deduction and intuition. In fact,
Anna had a heightenedawareness of her audience a crux iii dimension
of effective writing and often one of the last to be acknowledged and
developed. She spent a great deal of time discussing with me what she
felt her professors and the individual disciplines required of her, strug-
gling to articulate her thoughts so that they would best suit those
expectations.

After her topic wss chosen, Anna turned to her primary text(s). Dur-
ing her first reading she normally made notes and, guided by her topic,
marked relevant passages. At the same Lime she jotted down pertiscnt
thoughts that came to mind. Nor was this an exercise that was limited to
just her "writing time": she was well aware that her topic couldpop into
her mind at any moment and tried to be ready to record whatever
suddenly and consciously surfaced from her creative unconscious. There-
fore, "even a tiny, yet pertinent scrap of paper" might be added to the
"pile" of information that she gathered for an assignment. She rarely
went to secondary sources, and then only after most of her thoughts on
the topic had jelled.

Once her research was completed, Anna 'ant back and re-read her
notes and the marked passages with the purpose of establishing some
sense of direction. Ideally, the material suggested its intended sense and
shape. Then she wrote not a point form outline, but more a sketch of her
intended thesis and the areas she ,,-..40d cover. She wrote long-hand,
double-spaced, and had to start with her introduction as her "way into"
her material. Even if this introduction was eventually scrapped, it was a
necessary exercise, an outline, that helped her chart the territory she
intended to cover. Finally, .sinna wrote as many drafts as she thought
were necessary and would even make changesmechanical as well asstructural while typing the final pnduct

What Tutoring Taught Anna About Her Own Writing Process
By the end of her tutorial year Anna could point to two major changes

in her writing process The first was that she tended to give her drafts
more incubation time She had allowed for some such time in the past
(although it is noteworthy that it was not something she mentioned as
being a part of her writing process at the beginning of the year), but now,
as she says, "I see the degree of time as being more important." And
second, "because of being more conscious of the writing process, I feel

9
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I've been more successful in separating myself as writer from myself as
critic " For instance, there were times when I'd think, "Ohl that doesn't
sound right" and would immediately attempt to revue, thus jeopardizing
the flow of creativity. Or she feft somewhat inhibited and "just didn't
allow myself to engage in writing to discover. Now I just aim to get Mere,

to write to a certain point and then go back and look at it critically."

On the whole "I write a bit faster" says Anna, "but the process is
longerI spend more time and they are better papers." Nevertheless,
after her year as a tutor, she finds writing an even "greater burden" now.
Other than wanting "to succeed and do an ultimate job," there is also the

added dimension of being "more aware of the complexities involved.
And i think of the time you spend, of the possibilities for people coming
here to the Writing Tutorial Service` and then you slut to think of the
possibilities for yourselfit snowballs!"

Conclusions and Implications

We can see then, that as a result of teaching writing, each tutor did
change her writing process significantly. And it was the experience
gained teaching in the tutorial service that afforded the tu:ors a greeter
mastery over their craft.

Brenda soon realized that writing is, in fact, a thinking prowl and that
she needed to have more faith in her own thoughts and feelings, her own

responses. Therefore, rather than continuing to construct essaye out of
masses of notes she had copied "verbatim," she began to rely upon her
own academic centre of reference. And even though active engagement
with her material seemed to require more of her, it was not resented, but

viewed rather as a necessary part of the new-found control that pre-
viously seemed to elude her.

Similarly, Joan recognized that her writing process failed to get at the
heart of the matterto put herself in touch with her own vital nexus of
thoughts and feelings out of which effective prose must grow. She aban-
doned some of her old writing strategies which "put a lot of pressure" on
her, s'ich as developing a rigid outline, and demanding of herself a
perfect, first and only draft. Instead, she began to keep a journal of ideas,
to free-write, and brainstorm, thus allowing herself to discover and
explore what it was she wanted to say.

Even Anna, who had, as Don Murray would say, ' the feel of writing,"
(Murray,1980:67) felt the need to change her writing process. In the past

she had a tendency to prune her writing before it had been allowed to
take shape. Interaction with her students, however, emphasized the vai.ie

of letting oie's work reach a certain maturity before critically analyzing

10
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its content. As well, she provided forionger incubation periods between
drafts, thus distancing herself from her writing and making for a more
objective view.

In turn, our analyses of the changes that took place in the writing of
these three tutors over the year also led us to make some further, more
general observations. First, it is clear that there is no one correct
approach to writing. Each tutor had an individual style, continued to
develop her own repertoire of writing strategies, and yet managed to
successfully meet her course requirements. Indeed, our own frame of
reference, our individuality, usually determines the choices e.-e make on
the macro as well as the micro level: to a great extent what and how one
writes is a ialection of who and what one is. This then leads us to ask
whether or not there might be a correlation between a particular person-
ality and the quality of writing king produced. For example, did Anna
write rich, articulate prose because she had an eclectic personality,
because she enjoyed, to paraphrase the poet Tony Connor, "creating
jungle red then exploring it"? (Murray, 1978:87). And will future
research actually reveal a correlation between a particular personality or
psychological type and preference in writing strategies? For instance,
would an "extravert," to use Jung's categories, be more inclined to free
write and brainstorm than an Intravert"? Or would it depend upon the
task at hand and the nature of the discipline? These and many other
questions remain unansweretl. What is apparent is that it is impercive to
view writers as individuals and to devise our teaching methods
accordingly.

Secondly, what we have gleaned from our study of the three tutors
that no matter how much writing experience one may have, writing is
rarely easy work. Because we keep growing as writers, our tasks can and
do become conceptualiy more complex. And as they become more
complex, tl:e greater the imaginative leaps we, as writers, are required to
make. In fact, sometimes we can become lost in the rarefied air of the
abstractionsas was the case for Joan and her first history paperand it
may take us a while to find our bearings. Even our most proficient writer,

Anna, found that heightened knowledge and experience on many fron-
tiers does not make a writing assignment any easier. The more one
know,;, the more there is to be assimilated and translated into meaning.
The end result may 'ne richer and more dynamic, but there is still the
enormous and very often time-consuming task of trying to capture, as

Browning would say, "the infinite within the finite." We do, it is true,
reach certain levels of discursive maturity; but if our writing tasks do
become different, or more complex, we are then required to travel in a
new direction to stretch farther and higher We never really become

11
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"finahed writers" per se, but ate continually in a state of becoming

moist into and out of more complex stages of development.

The final observation from this study is that as "teachaa, as scholars of

writing, we need to be writers, personaPy embodying the knowledge we

explicitly claim" (Watson, 198024). Active engagement in the writing

process itself is perhaps one of the richest sources of information about

the writing process we have to tap. Indeed. this is probably why our

Writing Tutorial Service is as successful as it is We have not just teachers

teaching writing, but writers teaching writing--a distinction that is

becoming, it seems, more and more significant.
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